Site-specific art and 3D: an example of spatial analysis and reconstruction
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Abstract

Site-specific art is a concept that goes back to the beginning of human race: the works of art were often created by artists taking into account not only their shape and appearance, but also the context in which they would be put. For this reason, moving the artifacts from its original placement (or the changes which happen around it) tend to decrease its impact, and possibly weaken its potentials. Site-specific art is a very powerful concept also for contemporary artists. This paper focuses on the analysis of L.O.V.E., a sculpture from the controversial artist Maurizio Cattelan. Cattelan donated the sculpture to Milano, under the condition that it should not be moved from its original place (in front of Milano Stock Exchange). The aim of the paper is to use 3D reconstruction techniques to show and analyse the monument, stressing its relation with the context around it. A multi-view stereo matching campaign was performed to have an accurate reconstruction of the context, then the photos provided by the community were integrated in the reconstruction to show the "point of view" of the people. These data provide interesting indications about the aims of the authors, and they provide additional material for the interpretation of the work of art.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism —

1. Introduction

The advent of multi-view stereo matching techniques opened new, very interesting perspectives in the context of 3D acquisition. The main advantages coming from this new set of methods come from their low cost (even the camera of a smartphone can be used) and from the availability of software tools to easily process and visualize data. While these techniques are mainly used starting from an ad-hoc set of images, acquired following dedicated paths and strategies, the seminal works in the literature had the goal to be able to handle images taken from the community collections (i.e. Flickr, Google). This posed stronger challenges from a technical point of view (limited information about extrinsics of the camera, no assumptions on the presence of the object of interest in the image), but it also opened other interesting questions like: can the community really contribute in the 3D reconstruction of our Heritage? Which other indications can we find in the behavior of the community when taking images (the so-called "wisdom of the crowd")? This paper builds on the above questions by presenting a project where multi-view stereo matching was used to reconstruct and analyze a famous example of site-specific art \cite{Kwo04}: the statue called "L.O.V.E." (acronym for the Italian words for Love, Hate, Revenge, Eternity), by Alessandro Cattelan (Figure 1).

This controversial work of art represents a hand with all the fingers cut, except for the middle one, hence recalling a common insulting gesture in Italy. The statue was placed in front of Palazzo Mezzanotte. The building hosts the Italian Stock Exchange, the symbol of the economic power. The artwork was first shown in September 2010, with the aim of being displayed for a period of only two weeks. The author decided to donate the artwork to the city, with the only requirement that it should not be moved from its place. This originated an articulated discussion about the opportunity of keeping the statue, until 2012, when it was decided to leave it in its original place.

The project involved two phases: in the first one a dedicated photographic campaign was performed to acquire the geometric structure not only of the statue, but also of its context. This ended up in the creation of an accurate 3D model of the statue, and of a point cloud of the architectural space around it.
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In a second stage, a group of images related to the statue were downloaded from a community photo collection. They were mapped on the 3D reconstruction of the square, in order to provide a visual representation of the “point of view of people”. This could help in the interpretation of the meaning of the statue, and more importantly to the analysis of its site-specific role.

2. Related work

Multi-view stereo reconstruction methods provide means to reconstruct the spatial structure of real scenes starting from a set of un-calibrated images. The proposed methods essentially build on the idea of stereo reconstruction, by relaxing strong assumptions like the continuity of data flow (needed, for example, in the Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (LDWoV, DRMNe, KM09) approaches). These methods essentially rely on a combination of Structure from Motion (SSS06) and Multi View Stereo Reconstruction. The reconstruction procedure is usually divided in three main steps: Features recognition and Matching (Low04, SmFPG06), Camera Calibration and Bundle Adjustment (TMHF00, LA09, WACS11), and Multi-view dense reconstruction (GSC’07, FP10, FCS’10). The previous pipeline has become a standard for Multi-view Stereo Reconstruction, and it was implemented in several versions, structured as both webservices and closed systems, where the user must provide all the images which were acquired, and the interaction is limited to the possibility to tune the parameters of the various steps of the reconstruction.

All the above methods were implemented to be extremely robust to variability in the input data: the images were usually obtained directly from the community photo collections. This has a very interesting potential, and it’s certainly applicable for important sites (AFS’11, FHZ’13). Unfortunately, not all the sites could provide enough coverage, while it could be possible to complete missing parts (LM11). For this reason, multi-view stereo matching has been adapted to be used also in more acquisition-oriented photographic campaigns, for example by implementing a competitive game (TSH’11), or guiding the user in the acquisition process (DCCS13).

Recent developments (TKM’13) are moving in the direction of a more on-site acquisition specific applications, where the user obtains a feedback about the coverage and reconstruction in real time.

Regarding the Cultural Heritage field, multi-view stereo matching has become a very interesting alternative to 3D scanning, especially due to its much lower costs. While the quality of data cannot be compared with the one of active scanning devices, multi-view stereo matching is already largely used in contexts where mainly an interpretation of the data is needed (DDUC’13). Another interesting option is the use of this technique for the reconstruction of partially or completely destroyed objects using historical data (GRZ03).

The presented paper explores a different perspective of multi-view stereo matching, which is mainly related to the study of the spaces around a work of art, and to its impact in the perception of the public.

3. Methodology

The original goal of the project was to be able to reconstruct the statue starting only from the data downloaded from the community photo collections: for this purpose several tens of images were retrieved from the web, and an initial reconstruction was tried. Nevertheless, it was clear from the beginning that a proper reconstruction of the statue would have been impossible. This was not due to the number of images, but to the fact that most of them were taken from the same point of view, so that a complete coverage of the statue was not possible. This is quite common when an heritage site has to be reconstructed from images: except for the super-famous monuments (like the ones shown in the state-of-the-art literature), it could be hard to obtain a full coverage.

This could be related to a couple of factors: the spatial environment, that sometimes prevents from framing the object from some points of view, and the tendency of the public to conform to the stereotypical representation of the monument (i.e. the photo of the tourist holding the Tower of Pisa). Actually, this already indicated that there was a preferred point of view from the public, but in order to have a more useful visualization, it was decided to perform an on-site acquisition to obtain accurate three-dimensional information.

Hence, a total of 70 images were acquired for that purpose: a subset of them is shown in Figure 2. Images were processed using Photosynth Toolkit (http://www.visual-experiments.com/2010/08/19/my-photosynth-toolkit/). This is a set of scripts that makes use of the Photosynth (SSS06) webservice for the matching and calibration of images, and of PMVS (FP10) to locally perform dense recon-
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Figure 2: Some of the images acquired for the site reconstruction. Alternative (both free and commercial) tools could have been used in this case, but the chosen one was considered robust enough to provide accurate results. Moreover, the project was developed in the context of a University course [DS12] where freeware and non-hardware-demanding solutions are proposed to students. The result of the pipeline was a dense description not only of the statue, but also of the surrounding environment, for a total of nearly 1.6M reconstructed points: 400k of them represented the statue. Figure 3 shows the point cloud generated by dense reconstruction. The scene was scaled at a real unity of measure (meters) using the size of the basement of the statue as a reference.

Figure 3: A snapshot of the data obtained after multi-view stereo reconstruction.

The statue data were extracted and processed using the MeshLab [CCC*08] tool. The processing pipeline was the usual one with this type of data: an initial cleaning of the point cloud, the generation of a triangulated surface through Poisson surface reconstruction [KBH06], a final cleaning of the model. The surface reconstruction filled the missing upper part of the statue in a plausible way (see Figure 4), generating an almost complete and accurate reconstruction, made of nearly 500k triangles.

Figure 4: Two snapshots of the triangulated model of the statue. Left: with color. Right: pure geometry.

Finally, the statue model was integrated in the cleaned reconstruction of the square, providing a representation of the environment (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: A snapshot of the reconstructed environment.

When the reference three-dimensional space was ready, a set of images were retrieved from the community collection. The retrieval was obtained using a set of keywords (L.O.V.E., Piazza Affari, Cattelan, Borsa, Dito medio, stock exchange, Milano) related to the work of art, and accessing to several community collections like Flickr and Google Images. As already mentioned, the set of images (52 in total, see Figure 6 for a few examples) that remained after removing the ones not depicting the statue mainly showed only a portion of the environment. Moreover, as usual, these images include nocturnal and heavily processed elements.

Nevertheless, the multi-view stereo reconstruction was applied on this dataset, obtaining a reconstruction of the scene which was limited to the front part of the statue.
Some of the images downloaded from community collections.

The next step was to integrate the two reconstructions in a single environment. Using MeshLab, the reconstruction from the community photo collections was aligned with the description of Piazza Affari, using the Alignment Tool. All the images were aligned in the same reference system by applying the same roto-translation (and scaling) that brought the two point clouds in the same reference system. The remaining images, which were not included in the reconstruction, were added using MeshLab through mutual information [CDPS09] or by hand.

Figure 7: The reconstructed area from community collections, with the corresponding images positions.

4. Results

After the alignment of all the images on the reference scene, it was possible to analyze the position of each image. Figure 8 shows the position of the cameras associated to each image which was aligned. Forty-two images out of fifty-two (nearly 80%) were taken from a frontal position, showing that the aim of the author, the fact that the statue should have been always shown with the stock exchange building as a background, was obtained. Figure 9 shows two of the images aligned on the reconstruction: the top one was automatically calibrated with the others, the bottom one had to be aligned by hand.

Figure 8: A snapshot of the position of all the images aligned on the reference scene.

This shows how this site-specific work of art is able to drive the perception of the public only if kept in its original position. Its position could be also seen as a constraint for everyone: the position of the statue prevents from taking a picture of the facade of the building without having it on the frame. The reconstructed environment was used to analyze the areas where it was possible to frame the facade of the building without framing the statue.

A simple algorithm found the points of view (given a camera with a defined field of view, and after defining a height from the ground compatible with a person size) where it was possible to frame all the points describing the facade (red rectangle in Figure 10) but not including the statue (green rectangle in Figure 10). The analysis showed that it was not possible to obtain this with normal lenses in any part of the square, while only in a small portion of it (yellow areas) it was possible to get the coverage using a wide-angle lens. The only way to frame the building by staying between it and the statue is with the use of fish-eye lenses. This could suggest a different point of view with respect to this work of art: it’s not only influencing the perception of a urban space, but it’s changing it by introducing a new element which is almost impossible to remove from any point of view.
5. Conclusions

This paper presented the study of the role of a site-specific work of art using 3D reconstruction techniques. The chosen artifact (L.O.V.E. by Maurizio Cattelan) represents a controversial example, that generated long discussions not only for its specific shape, but also for its specific placement. In this case, the reconstruction of the three-dimensional shape not only of the statue, but also of the surrounding environment, can be useful to better appreciate the role of modern art in the urban spaces.

An ad-hoc photographic campaign was performed, and multi-view stereo matching techniques were applied to obtain an accurate description of the square. Then, several images related to the work of art were downloaded from the community collections on the web. The images were then aligned on the 3D model, in order to show the “point of view of the public”.

Low cost three-dimensional reconstruction methods can be a valuable tool for the analysis of the impact of modern art in the context of a urban environment. Moreover, they can be used also for the planning step: for example, the placement of a work of art (or of any other element, like an advertisement sign) could be "tested" in advance. An accurate 3D reconstruction could be also used for studying in a more scientific fashion the relation between the elements of a urban or indoor space, in order to better understand the purposes of the author, or to reproduce the appearance of the work of art in its original position.
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